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used with the traditional on-pump approach. However, off-pump CABG is technically more challenging

and may theoretically lead to less complete revascularisation. Recent data suggests a prognostic benefit for

traditional on-pump CABG, but the mechanism for this remains unclear. We hypothesised that the inferior

outcomes with off-pump CABG could be driven by the need for repeat revascularisation, with this benefit

only becoming clear at long-term follow-up. We therefore evaluated short, medium and long-term out-

comes of patients undergoing revascularisation with on vs. off-pump CABG.

Methods Electronic databases were searched to identify suitable randomised controlled trials enrolling �100 patients

in each arm. Clinical outcomes were extracted at 30-days, 12-months or >4 years. The primary outcome was

long-term all-cause death, while secondary outcomes included 30-day, 12-month and >4-year cardiac

death, stroke, myocardial infarction or revascularisation.

Results Thirteen (13) studies comprising 13,234 patients were included. Off-pump CABG was associated with an

increased risk of all-cause death (Odds Ratio [OR] 1.18, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.02–1.32, p = 0.01) and

repeat bypass surgery (OR 2.57, 95%CI 1.23–5.39, p = 0.01) at long-term follow-up. A significant, increased

requirement for revascularisation in off-pump was seen at 12-month follow-up (OR 1.59, 95%CI 1.09–2.33,

p = 0.02). No differences were noted between groups at 30-days, 12-months and >4 years for myocardial

infarction or stroke.

Conclusions Off-pump CABG is associated with significantly higher rates of all-cause mortality rate at long-term follow-

up. These outcomes demonstrate a temporal relationship that may be driven by a greater requirement for

repeat revascularisation at 1- and 5-year follow-up.
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Introduction
Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) remains a widely

performed method of revascularisation for patients with

obstructive coronary artery disease and is traditionally per-

formed with use of cardiopulmonary bypass circuits. How-

ever, a major drawback of CABG is the higher reported peri-

procedural stroke rates when compared with percutaneous

coronary intervention [1]. Furthermore, the extracorporeal

circuit in cardiopulmonary bypass may lead to additional

deleterious effects such as cardiac ischaemia, neurocognitive

dysfunction, coagulopathy necessitating requirement for

blood products, atrial fibrillation and the systemic inflamma-

tory response syndrome [2,3].

Coronary artery bypass grafting without the use of an extra-

corporealcircuit, theso-called‘off-pump’ approach,wasestab-

lished to overcome these limitations. Off-pump has been

associated with reduced perioperative morbidity including

reduced stroke rates, reduced length of stay, reduced blood

product requirement and reduced renal dysfunction [4,5].

Despite these immediate benefits, there remains ongoing con-

cern surrounding the long-term durability of the off-pump

approach, as complete revascularisation using this technique

canbedifficult toachieve.Off-pumpCABG isalso considereda

technically more challenging procedure that requires signifi-

cant operator experience [6]. Randomised trials comparing on-

versus off-pump CABG are conflicting [7,8], while previous

meta-analyses including observational studies report contrast-

ing outcomes of benefit and risk [5,9–12]. The most recent

pooled analysis of randomised trials at long-term follow-up

demonstrated statistical superiority for the on-pump approach

[13], but provided no clear mechanism for the survival benefit

observed. This particular study was also significantly ham-

pered by a statistical model that did not appropriately account

for variability between clinical trials and is confounded by bias

[14–16]. This may have major implications as the greater the

variance between trials, the greater the impact on the final

pooled estimate. Although all studies were randomised con-

trolled trials, the comparative population cohorts were notably

heterogeneous.

We, therefore, performed a meta-analysis of randomised

controlled trials at short, medium and long-term follow-up

using random-effects modelling, to assess the temporal effect

on outcomes when comparing on- vs. off-pump approach for

patients undergoing CABG for coronary artery disease.
Methods
The data, analytic methods, and study materials will be made

available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing

the results or replicating the procedure. This material can be

obtained by contacting the corresponding author.

Data Sources and Search Strategy
A digital literature search was performed through the Med-

line, EMBASE and PubMed databases for the period up to
January 2018. Keywords using Medical Subject Heading

(MeSH); where available; included ‘coronary artery bypass’;

‘off-pump coronary artery bypass’; ‘coronary artery disease’

and ‘randomized controlled trial’. The search was not limited

by language nor date of publication. Reference lists of eligible

articles were reviewed for further potential citations.

The study protocol adhered to the PRISMA statement (Pre-

ferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses) and was formally registered on PROSPERO

(CRD42018102019). An example search strategy is presented

in Supplemental Table S1.

Study Selection
Study characteristics for inclusion were as follows: (1)

patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting, (2)

randomised controlled trial of on-pump vs. off-pump, (3)

minimum of 100 patients in each treatment arm to minimise

risk of operator inexperience, (4) fully published article sta-

tus, and (5) outcomes reported at either >4 years (long-term),

12 months (medium-term) or 30 days (short-term) duration.

We excluded studies that had shorter follow-up, less than

100 patients in each arm, and those without long-term mor-

tality data.

Data Items and Collection Process
Data items to be collected were specified prior to conduct-

ing the literature search. Items for data extraction included

patient baseline characteristics, outcomes of all-cause mor-

tality, stroke, cardiac mortality, myocardial infarction,

revascularisation, atrial fibrillation occurrence, and renal

dysfunction. Two investigators (N.N. and U.T.) indepen-

dently conducted the literature search and performed the

data extraction. Eligible studies and extracted data were

verified by the senior author (A.J.B) with any discrepancies

resolved by consensus. Risk of bias within individual

studies were evaluated according to the Newcastle-Ottawa

scale [17].

Clinical Endpoints
The primary endpoint of this study was all-cause mortality.

Secondary endpoints included stroke, cardiac death, myo-

cardial infarction, and revascularisation (assessed as percu-

taneous coronary intervention and CABG where possible) at

longest follow-up (minimum of 4 years). Data from intention

to treat analyses was used preferentially. Secondary analysis

was performed with included studies at 30-day and 12-

month time points for the same outcomes. Additional out-

comes were included at 30 days including bleeding risk,

atrial fibrillation occurrence and renal failure requiring dial-

ysis. Individual study characteristics, definitions and end-

points are presented in Supplemental Tables S2–S4.

Statistical Analysis
Data was analysed using the metan suite of commands in

Stata (Stata Corp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Summary

estimates are presented as odds ratios (OR) with correspond-

ing 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) after random effects
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modelling. Sensitivity analysis was performed using loga-

rithmic hazard ratios with inverse variance random effects

modelling for the primary outcome, as well as exploratory

meta-regression for the primary outcome with age as the

independent variable. Statistical heterogeneity was quanti-

fied with the I2 statistic. Heterogeneity was quantified as low,

moderate, or high based on I2 values of 25%, 50%, and 75%,

respectively [1]. Publication bias was visually assessed by

funnel plots and statistically by the Egger test. A two-sided p

value of <0.05 was considered significant.
Results
A total of 2,524 potential citations were screened, with 237

studies identified for potential inclusion and further evalua-

tion. Of these, 224 studies were excluded as they did not

compare on-pump with off-pump CABG (n = 133), there

were <100 patients in either study arm (n = 69), they were

subset analyses of a different RCT (n = 2), follow-up time was

unclear (n = 3) or the study reported a different outcome of

one of the included trials (n = 17). Full identification and

process of study exclusion are detailed in the PRISMA flow

diagram (Supplemental Figure S1).

Thirteen studies with a total of 13,234 patients met the pre-

specified inclusion criteria and were included in the final

quantitative analysis [7,8,18–28]. Some studies comprised the

same cohort but were published separately for the different

time points of 12-month and 30-day outcome [29–34]. Further

details of study patient demographics are presented in Sup-

plemental Tables S5–S6.
Figure 1 Forest plot of the primary outcome of long-term all-cau
all-cause mortality in patients undergoing off-pump coronary
interval 1.03–1.34, p = 0.01.
Long-Term Outcomes
There were five studies that reported data to evaluate the pri-

mary endpoint of mortality at long-term follow-up

[7,8,18,21,28]. There was a significant increase in the risk of

all-cause death in patients undergoing off-pump CABG: OR

1.18 (95% CI 1.03–1.34, I2 = 0%, p = 0.01) (Figure 1). There were

no significant differences between treatment groups for the

occurrence of stroke (OR 0.79, 95% CI 0.56–1.11, p = 0.17), car-

diac death (OR 1.07, 95% CI 0.90–1.26, p = 0.45), myocardial

infarction (OR 1.13, 95% CI 0.79–1.61, p = 0.52) or any revascu-

larisation (OR 1.16, 95% CI 0.95–1.41, p = 0.52). However, there

was an increased risk of repeat CABG in the off-pump CABG

group (OR 2.57, 95% CI 1.23–5.39, p = 0.01). Sensitivity analysis

using hazard ratio estimates for all-cause mortality was avail-

able from three studies [7,8,18] and demonstrated a similar

significant increase of death in the off-pump CABG group

(pooled HR 1.15, 95% CI 1.02–1.30, p = 0.03). Study specific

reported event rates for each clinical endpoint and summary

pooled estimates are reported in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

12-Month Outcomes
Pooled results at 12-month follow-up was obtainable with

data from five studies [19,23,31–33]. At this time-point, there

was no difference in all-cause mortality (OR 1.02, 95% CI

0.86–1.23, p = 0.80), stroke (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.61–1.13,

p = 0.23), cardiac death (OR 1.38, 95% CI 0.70–2.73,

p = 0.35) or myocardial infarction (OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.73–

1.10, p = 0.31). However, there was, again, an increased asso-

ciation of any repeat revascularisation in those undergoing

off-pump CABG (OR 1.59, 95% CI 1.09–2.33, p = 0.02).
se mortality. Forest plot demonstrates an increased risk of
 artery bypass grafting, odds ratio 1.18, 95% confidence



Table 1 Individual Study Outcome Rates.

All-Cause Mortality, % Stroke, % Cardiac Death, % MI, % Revascularisation, %

�5-Year Follow-Up

BHACAS [18] 14/12 NR NR NR NR

CORONARY 5 [8] 15/14 2.3/2.7 10/9.7 7.4/8.1 2.8/2.3

MASS III [21] 8.4/5.2 1.9/3.3 NR 6.5/2.0 6.5/5.9

OCTOPUS [28] 8.5/6.5 1.4/3.6 0/1.4 4.9/6.4 7.7/5.0

ROOBY [7] 15/12 NR 6.3/5.3 12/9.6 13/12

12-Month Follow-Up

CORONARY 5 [31] 5.1/5 1.5/1.7 4.2/4 6.8/7.5 1.4/0.8

OCTOPUS [32] 1.4/1.4 0.7/1.4 NR NR NR

ROOBY [33] 3.9/2.7 NR 2.6/1.3 NR NR

GOPCABE [19] 7/8 3.5/4.4 NR 2.1/2.4 3.1/2.0

Mazzei et al. [23] 3.3/2.7 NR NR NR NR

30-Day Follow-Up

BHACAS 1 [29] 0/2 NR NR 1/4 NR

BHACAS 2 [29] 0/0 NR NR 0/1 NR

CORONARY [30] 2.5/2.5 1/1.1 NR 6.7/7.2 0.7/0.2

OCTOPUS [34] 0/0 0.7/1.4 NR 4.9/4.3 NR

ROOBY [33] 1.6/1.2 1.3/0.7 NR NR NR

DOORS [20] 1.6/1.8 2.2/4.0 NR 8.2/5.6 NR

GOPCABE [19] 2.6/2.8 2.2/2.7 NR 1.5/1.7 1.3/0.4

BBS [24] 3.4/6.7 4.0/3.7 NR 5.1/9.2 0.6/1.8

PRAGUE 4 [26] 2.0/1.1 0/1.1 NR 2.0/1.6 NR

Motallebzadeh et al. [25] 1.9/1.0 0.9/2.9 NR NR NR

Mazzei et al. [23] 2/1.3 NR NR NR NR

Iqbal et al. [27] 2/3 2/6 NR 11/2 NR

Lemma et al. [22] NR 0/0.5 NR 1.9/3.0 NR

Table displays off-pump/on-pump study reported percentages of events.

Abbreviations: BBS, No Major Differences in 30-Day Outcomes in High-Risk Patients Randomized to Off-Pump Versus On-Pump Coronary Bypass Surgery - The

Best Bypass Surgery Trial; BHACAS, Effects of on- and off-pump coronary artery surgery on graft patency, survival, and health-related quality of life: long-term

follow-up of 2 randomized controlled trials; CORONARY, Off-Pump or On-Pump Coronary-Artery Bypass Grafting at 30 Days; CORONARY 5, Five-Year

Outcomes after Off-Pump or On-Pump Coronary-Artery Bypass Grafting; DOORS, On-Pump Versus Off-Pump Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery in Elderly

Patients Results From the Danish On-Pump Versus Off-Pump Randomization Study; GOPCABE, Off-Pump versus On-Pump Coronary-Artery Bypass Grafting in

Elderly Patients; MASS III, Five-Year Follow-Up of a Randomized Comparison Between Off-Pump and On-Pump Stable Multivessel Coronary Artery Bypass

Grafting; MI, myocardial infarction; NR, not reported; OCTOPUS, Cognitive and Cardiac Outcomes 5 Years After Off-Pump vs On-Pump Coronary Artery Bypass

Graft Surgery; PRAGUE 4, Prospective Randomized Comparison of Coronary Bypass Grafting With Minimal Extracorporeal Circulation System (MECC) Versus

Off-Pump Coronary Surgery; ROOBY, Five-Year Outcomes after On-Pump and Off-Pump Coronary-Artery Bypass.
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30-Day Outcomes
There were 11 studies available for analysis of 30-day out-

comes [19,20,22–27,29,30,33,34]. With regards to the peri-

procedural phase, we found no significant difference

between treatment arms in the incident of all-cause death

(OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.77–1.26, p = 0.91), stroke (OR 0.82, 95% CI

0.61–1.10, p = 0.18), myocardial infarction (OR 1.00, 95% CI

0.73–1.37, p = 0.99) or revascularisation (OR 2.29, 95% CI

0.76–6.90, p = 0.14). Additionally, we found no difference

in the incidence of renal failure (OR 0.89, 95% CI 0.65–

1.22, p = 0.46) or postoperative bleeding (OR 1.12, 95% CI

0.60–2.09, p = 0.72) between surgical strategies. There was a

borderline significant increased risk of atrial fibrillation in

favour of off-pump CABG (OR 0.57, 95% CI 0.32–1.00,

p = 0.05).
Bias
There was no evidence of small study effects bias (p = 0.50) or

bias by visual assessment of funnel plots for the primary

outcome. Using the bias review tool, all studies contributing

to the primary endpoint demonstrated only low risk of bias

aside from the category of blinding with respect to the type of

surgical technique (Supplemental Table S7).
Discussion
In this meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials, we

have demonstrated a significant long-term mortality benefit

in patients undergoing on-pump compared with off-pump

CABG. This benefit is only evident after approximately



Table 2 Pooled Summary Estimates.

OR 95% CI P-value I2

�5-Year Follow-Up

Mortality 1.18 1.03–1.34 0.01* 0%

Stroke 0.79 0.56–1.11 0.17 0%

Cardiac Death 1.07 0.90–1.26 0.45 0%

MI 1.13 0.79–1.61 0.52 62%

Any Repeat Revascularisation 1.16 0.95–1.41 0.14 0%

Repeat CABG 2.57 1.23–5.39 0.01* 0%

Repeat PCI 1.08 0.88–1.34 0.45 0%

12-Month Follow-Up

Mortality 1.02 0.86–1.23 0.80 0%

Stroke 0.83 0.61–1.13 1.13 0%

Cardiac Death 1.38 0.70–2.73 0.35 72%

MI 0.90 0.73–1.10 0.31 0%

Renal Failure 0.88 0.63–1.24 0.46 0%

Any Repeat Revascularisation 1.59 1.09–2.33 0.02* 0%

30-Day Follow-Up

Mortality 0.99 0.77–1.26 0.91 0%

AF 0.57 0.32–1.00 0.05* 87%

Stroke 0.82 0.61–1.10 0.18 0%

MI 1.00 0.73–1.37 0.99 30%

Renal Failure 0.89 0.65–1.22 0.46 0%

Any Repeat Revascularisation 2.29 0.76–6.90 0.14 51%

Repeat PCI 3.84 1.18–12.49 0.03 0%

Cardiac Arrest 1.44 0.72–2.89 0.30 2.5%

Bleeding Requiring Reoperation 1.12 0.60–2.09 0.72 23%

Abbreviations: AF, atrial fibrillation; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafts;

CI, confidence interval; MACE, major adverse cardiac events; MI, myocar-

dial Infarction; OR, Odds ratio (with >1 favouring ON-PUMP and <1

favouring OFF-PUMP); PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention.
*indicates p-value meeting statistical significance.

Figure 2 Temporal trends in mortality. Graph demon-
strates pooled odds ratio (solid circle) with respective
95% confidence interval (dashed line) for all-cause mor-
tality at 30-day, 1-year and 5-year follow-up. Sold hor-
izontal red line is the line of unit (odds ratio = 1.00). This
demonstrates no significant difference between groups
at 30-day and 1-year follow-up, however a statistically
significant association with all-cause mortality at the 5-
year time point in favour of on-pump suggesting a
temporal association with the outcome.
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5-year clinical follow-up (Figure 2) and may be driven by a

higher rate of repeat CABG in off-pump CABG patients. No

differences were seen in rate of stroke, myocardial infarction

(MI) or cardiac death at any time-point between surgical

strategies. One-year outcomes similarly demonstrated an

increased risk of repeat revascularisation in off-pump CABG

patients however, at this stage, there was no associated

mortality difference. Finally, there was a borderline

increased risk of postoperative atrial fibrillation (AF) favour-

ing off-pump CABG patients with no difference in peri-

procedural death, stroke, MI, or revascularisation.

Inconsistent conclusions have been raised from previous

meta-analyses of this topic, likely due to inclusion of large

amounts of observational data, disparate composite end-

points, small sample sizes and short clinical follow-up dura-

tion. Smart et al. recently reported a similar finding of long-

term benefit with on-pump CABG without a clear underlying

mechanism as well as using a potentially flawed methodol-

ogy as reported by several letters of correspondence since the

publication of this study [13–16]. Our analysis benefits from
the inclusion of only large-sample, high-quality RCT data

with comparable individual endpoints, a statistical method-

ology to account for between and within trial heterogeneity,

and a time-related analysis to assess the evolution of out-

comes. We believe these criteria were required to establish

the necessary power and duration to detect meaningful dif-

ferences between groups.

A temporal relationship for the benefit of surgical inter-

vention has been previously described with CABG in com-

parison to percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) and

medical therapy [35–37]. Similarly, our data demonstrate

an improvement in mortality over time in on-pump CABG

patients, which was not observed at 30-day and 12-month

follow-up. This delayed effect may be driven by less com-

plete revascularisation at surgery in the off-pump CABG

patients. Given the technical challenges involved in off-

pump CABG with surgery on a beating heart especially when

significantly enlarged, fewer bypass grafts and distal anas-

tomoses may be performed and our results noted an

increased rate of any revascularisation at 12-months, and

increased requirement for repeat CABG at >4 years in the
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off-pump CABG group. Whilst concerns have been raised

regarding surgical expertise for off-pump CABG perfor-

mance, there is no definite data to suggest causal association

between operator experience and mortality. Furthermore, in

the CORONARY trial which is the largest weighted study in

our analysis and was designed specifically to include only

highly experienced off-pump CABG surgeons, there was a

significantly less number of grafts performed in the off-pump

CABG cohort (Supplemental Table S6). Additionally, we pre-

specified a 100-patient per arm threshold as a means to

include high value data to potentially limit operator

inexperience.

Interestingly, we did not demonstrate a benefit of peri-

procedural stroke reduction in off-pump CABG with an OR

0.82, (95% CI 0.61–1.09) at 30-day follow-up. This is contrary

to previous pooled analyses at early follow-up. Off-pump

CABG is a technique that theoretically amortises the risk of

cerebrovascular accidents. A recent network meta-analysis of

observational studies compared subtypes of off-pump CABG

based on the level of aortic manipulation and demonstrated a

significant reduction in 30-day stroke rates with off-pump

CABG. Sa et al. similarly reported a benefit favouring off-

pump CABG for early stroke from a series of RCTs of varying

size, however a high degree of publication bias was acknowl-

edged in this analysis. Whilst it is surprising that we did not

find significant differences in stroke rates, we believe that our

results are compelling based on data with minimal publica-

tion bias and large sample sizes. We did not have information

pertaining to degree of aortic manipulation or aortic plaque

burden, and further analysis with this data from RCTs is

required to adequately address this outcome.

Given the vacillating conclusions of several analyses of on

and off-pump CABG, it has been suggested that the focus of

studies should be directed towards identifying cohorts of

patients that are likely to benefit from each surgical

approach. A particular concern has been that of the elderly

and high surgical risk patients. We did perform an explor-

atory meta-regression based on age which demonstrated no

difference in long-term mortality between groups. Given that

the net gain of on-pump CABG surgery was only apparent

after approximately 5 years with no difference in other major

adverse outcomes, there may be further patient-specific fac-

tors such as coronary artery disease burden and anatomical

complexity, body habitus, functional cardiac parameters and

other co-morbidities that may make off-pump CABG a pref-

erable alternative. Some of these characteristics are included

in preoperative scoring systems such as EuroScore or Society

of Thoracic Surgeons risk, however these were inconsistently

reported, precluding regression analysis. The weight of evi-

dence, and clinical intuition suggests that higher risk patients

may benefit from off-pump CABG but this remains a further

question for study, or individual patient level analyses.

Study Limitations
We acknowledge certain limitations with our analysis. We

did not have access to patient level data to perform additional

analyses on patient risk and age. Our specified inclusion of
100 patients per arm was incorporated to account for possible

surgical inexperience, however we did not have explicit data

for all trials on surgeon expertise which may influence our

results as well as a lack of data on the exact surgical method

of off-pump CABG. However, our study is greatly strength-

ened by a lack of publication bias, data from high quality

studies with exhaustive follow-up and pre-specified trial

protocols, as well as using randomised trial data only which

negates the selection and observer bias from matched and

cross-sectional data.
Conclusions
In this meta-analysis of large sample RCTs, there is an

increased risk of all-cause mortality at long-term follow-up

in patients undergoing off-pump CABG as compared with

on-pump CABG. This benefit appears to be time dependent

and only emerges after 5-year clinical follow-up. The benefit

in on-pump CABG may be driven by a higher requirement

for 12-month and 5-year revascularisation in patients receiv-

ing off-pump CABG. On the basis of our results, on-pump

CABG should be the preferred upfront surgical strategy and

further studies are required to assess which patient groups

would benefit from off-pump CABG.
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